
Cycl� t� Schoo� Schem�
Cloudberry Communities Cycle Subscription Scheme

Does your young person need wheels to get to school?

How it works - Signing Up for the Scheme costs £20 per child - for this they get a
helmet and either a new or nearly new hire bike (ongoing payment by BACS of £5 per
month) or a suitable upcycled bike (no ongoing payments, but may be subject to a
waiting list)

The benefit of the cycle subscription scheme is that as your child grows they can
access a bigger bike at no further cost - just let us know and we will arrange for a swap.

Cycling UK have provided us with some funding to supply bicycles to young people to
help them actively travel to school and around the local area. Cycling Scotland have
funded us to supply upcycled bikes through fix and donate sessions

We want young people to learn to ride and take care of their bikes. This can teach them
new skills and help them become more independent, active travel also helps their
health and the environment.

The scheme can be accessed from our active travel hubs in Chryston, Moodiesburn,
Cardowan or Gartcosh.

If you would like to sign your child up for a bike please complete the form below

I would like my child ________________ to be considered for the Cycle to School
Scheme.

Child height approx cm___________ Child Age years _________

Bike Gender Boys Girls Dont Mind

Bike Condition New or Nearly New Upcycled

Name ______________________

Address __________________________________

Email __________________________________________

Telephone Number __________________________________



Please see the agreement below for further information on the scheme. You will
be asked to sign a copy of this agreement when a bike is provided, if ongoing
payments are required then you will also be provided with details of how to set
up a recurring payment. For non referral households a one off payment of £20
cash is required on the day.

I have read the terms of the agreement and am happy to supply my contact details and
for them to be passed to Cycling UK for a short follow up questionnaire

I do/do not give permission for photographs of my child with the bike to be used to
promote the scheme. (please delete as appropriate)

I release Cloudberry Communities and any volunteers or staff members of the
organisation of any liability in the event of any loss, damage, and or injury sustained or
allegedly sustained during use or storage of the bicycle.

I acknowledge that the bike and any equipment I receive has been safety checked and
the bike is fit for use on release

I agree to use and care for the bike responsibly and sensibly and to store the bike in a
safe place using good quality security locks.

I acknowledge that I am strictly prohibited from swapping, selling, dismantling, giving
away or discarding the bicycle and agree that should I no longer want or need the bike
or outgrow the bike I will return it to one of Cloudberry Communities active travel hubs.

I agree to come with the bike to an active travel hub at least every six months for the
bike to be serviced and maintained.

I agree to undertake a questionnaire when I receive the bike and at follow up
appointments.

Get in touch – email claire@ourgreenspace.org

Supported By Cycling UK


